
Wed., August 3, 12:30pm,  “The Adam Project”  PG-13, 108  Minutes Starring Ryan Reynolds                                         
A time traveling pilot from the future arrives home and enlists the help of himself as a young boy in order to save 

the future of the planet. They work with their father who came up with the theories of time travel in order to find 

a solution to save the universe. Together, they must right the wrongs of the past in order to create a safe and  

prospering future.                                                                                                                            

Wed., August 10, 12:30pm,  “Downton Abbey: A New Era”  PG, 125  Minutes Starring Maggie 
Smith                                  
There is something about the South of France that is luring the Crawleys in; the fact that the dowager countess 

has mysteriously inherited a new property there is also quite an attraction. Meanwhile, a film production decides 

to make Downton its backdrop. Suddenly awash with the starlets and production people of the roaring 1920s, the 

huge house has never seen so much action in its existence. As the staff works to  maintain normalcy, new and 

modern realities make themselves known.                                                                                                                                            

Wed., August 17, 12:30pm,  “Top Gun: Maverick”  PG-13, 101  Minutes    Starring Tom Cruise  
After three decades as a test pilot, Maverick is still at the very top of his game. Although there are many who 

would like to see him ascend to the highest ranks of the Navy, the incredibly gifted pilot knows that this would 

only clip his wings; he belongs in the sky, pushing the limits of what others consider is possible. Amid these 

questions, he finds himself in the crosshairs of a formidable enemy.                                                                                                     

Wed., August 24, 12:30pm,  “Elvis”  PG-13 , 138 Minutes    Starring Tom Hanks  
As one of the most iconic rock stars of all time, Elvis Presley rose to the top of the music charts like a rocket. 

With a life that seemed destined for great things, Elvis was influenced by a magnificent multitude of inspirational 

factors that diverged greatly from anything the American   public had ever seen before. Behind the hit songs, 

 Elvis struggled like any other person and worked with a controversial figure to achieve his goals in the industry.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Wed., August 31, 12:30pm,  “The Man from Toronto”  PG-13 , 110 Minutes    Starring Kevin Hart 
After a fateful encounter at an Airbnb, Teddy, a failed New York entrepreneur, finds himself at the center of  

unwanted attention of epic proportions. In a case of mistaken identity, he finds that people have mistaken him for 

the most dangerous assassin in the world: The Man from Toronto. Because of these circumstances, both men find 

themselves forced to work together as Teddy must continue impersonating The Man from Toronto. Thus they 

embark on a hilarious but action-packed adventure to resolve this convoluted predicament they find themselves 

in.  

WELCOME TO THE MOVIES 
Movies are free and open to anyone. Popcorn and beverage are provided.  

THURSDAY Afternoon Classics,  12:30 pm free and open to everyone 

Thursday. August 4, 12:30 pm  “Mamma Mia!”  PG-13 108 Minutes  Starring Meryl Streep                                                                
As she prepares to marry, Sophie (Amanda Seyfried) cannot help but wonder whether or not she will be able to 

have her father walk her down the aisle. Since her mother, Donna (Meryl Streep) does not seem to know which 

of her three old flings could be Sophie's father, Sophie invites all three men to her wedding. Now she must find 

out if Harry (Colin Firth), Bill (Stellan Skarsgård) or Sam (Pierce Brosnan) is her real father before her wedding 

day. Meanwhile, Donna must face the past when three different men from her days as a singer come back into 

her life. This fun, upbeat musical will have you laughing and singing along to the songs of ABBA.  

Thursday. August 25, 12:30 pm “Mamma Mia, Here We Go Again!”   PG-13, 113 Minutes  Starring 
Amanda Seyfried   
In this sequel to the 2008 movie, Sophie is pregnant. She wonders how she can go through it alone, but soon 

learns that her mother, Donna, was also young when she had her baby. Told through flashbacks, juxtaposed with 

scenes from the present, Sophie learns that she can take some lessons from when Donna was younger. Donna's 

young adulthood is chronicled in the film, including her relationships with Sam, Harry and Bill, all of who could 

be Sophie's father. ABBA songs and dance numbers keep the story moving forward.  


